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The Logical Electron Microscope.

Introducing the expanded 3.5Å Zeiss EM-10 system.

We call it the Logical Electron Microscope because it was designed with the researcher and his needs in mind. Forty years of electron microscope experience went into its planning. The result is an instrument that, in the 3.5Å, 500,000X range, is the easiest-to-operate, most versatile electron microscope ever made.

The only truly automatic camera system.

You can select any one of three cameras (3¼" x 4", 70mm rollfilm, and 35mm) instantaneously.

Pushing just one button

1. switches off the white panel light,
2. raises the fluorescent screen,
3. imprints the negative with a 5-digit consecutive number, the magnification, the accelerating voltage, the year, and an operator key letter,
4. sets the automatic exposure according to selected-area electron-density measurement in screen center,
5. takes a perfectly exposed electron micrograph, and
6. advances the negative.

You can take pictures all day, every day with unequaled efficiency. The large built-in dessicator holds 500 pre-loaded cassettes, so you always have an ample supply at hand. And since all information you need is recorded automatically on the negative, you don't even have to pause for record-keeping.

Designed for flexibility.

The most valuable accessories, such as the uniquely easy-to-use High Resolution Goniometer and any X-Ray analyzer of your choice, can be added without exchanging specimen stages or lenses. Without re-alignment. Without restricting the microscope in any way for other uses.

The High-Resolution Goniometer, for example, can be permanently attached to the column for convenient motorized sample manipulation without affecting the focal length, magnification, or resolution. It takes just a few seconds to change from the Goniometer specimen holder to any other, standard or special. You can see why it's the Logical Electron Microscope. The logical thing for you to do now is to get complete details.

Nationwide Service.

An X-Ray analyzer of your choice can be attached at a 45° angle, so the specimen can remain horizontal for normal viewing and recording.

The low-priced Zeiss EM-10 means savings to start with, and continual dividends in time saved and trouble-free performance year after year.

ZEISS
THE GREAT NAME IN OPTICS
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